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The World needs 
More and More Food

The world needs more and more food. More efficient agricultural production and higher yields are 
needed from less cultivated land to satisfy this growing demand. Therefore Exxact manufactures 
“Brilliant Simple” machines. Like the new 12 row sugar beet harvester, the Exxact HexxTraxx.

For manufacturing Brilliant Simple machines, 
Agrifac Exxact deploys the “4E for growers” 
concept. The 4 E’s stand for: Efficiency, Economy, 
Ergonomics and Ecology. Every Exxact product and 

innovation is developed and designed according 
to these 4E’s. This enables Exxact to develop 
according to customers’ needs and always stays 
ahead with innovative solutions. 

Higher yields needed from less cultivated land

Only 11% of the surface of the world is arable ground. With a growing world population, higher yields are necessary.
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Brilliant Simple Machines
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Milestones in the history of Agrifac Exxact sugar beet harvesters
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1936
Establishment of Centraal 
Bureau
1938
Centraal Bureau commences 
sales of sugar beet equipment

1948
Marshall aid provides 
six tractors with 
sprayers for service on 
the IJsselmeer polders.
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1957
Centraal Bureau commences 
sales of sugar beet harvesters
1962
Centraal Bureau changes 
name to Cebeco

1973
AMAC BR 3 
First three-row pulled 
beet harvester
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1989
Cebeco ZA 215 
The first two-axle 
selfpropelled sugar 
beet harvester from 
Agrifac-Cebeco
1989
Cebeco changes name 
to Agrifac-Cebeco

1993 
• Agrifac acquires 

AMAC 

1994 
•	Agrifac-Cebeco 

changes name to 
Agrifac

1996 
•	Agrifac acquires WKM
1996 
Agrifac WKM 9000
• Predecessor of the Exxact 

LightTraxx
• 9 Tons, 6 rows

1998 
Agrifac WKM Big Six
• Predecessor of the Exxact 

SixxTraxx
• 23 Tons, 6 rows

2002 
Agrifac WKM Hexa 
• Predecessor of the Exxact 

HexxTraxx
• 9 rows, 26 tons
• 12 rows, 26 tons
2004
Agrifac WKM Hexa
• 12 rows, 33 tons

2007 
Agrifac 9000s 
• 6 rows, 13 tons

2010
Agrifac Quatro
•  Completely new 

design
• 6 rows, 12 tons
• EcoTronicPlus 
Agrifac Big Six
•  Completely new 

design
• 6 rows, 28 tons
• EcoTronicPlus 

2011
Agrifac Quatro 
OptiTrackPlus
• Lightweight beet 

harvester with 
tracks

2012
ProtectPlus
• New scalping 

system

2013
Agrifac Exxact

• Agrifac Exxact joins 
forces with Matrot, 
Moreau and Agrifac 

HexxTraxx 
• Successor of the Hexa 
• New design
• 12 rows, 40 m3 

LightTraxx and OptiTraxx 
• Successor of 

the Quatro and 
OptiTrackPlus

• New design
• 6 rows, 18,5 m3
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Comfortable 
operation with 
high capacities

Robust & spacious chassis
The LightTraxx chassis creates a stable and 
powerful machine with an open and easy accesible 
construction. The well-designed and clever geometry 
of the four wheels ensures an optimal distribution of 
the machine weight. The optimal weight distribution 
results in minimal soil compaction and ensures 
an efficient harvest even under difficult and wet 
conditions. Due to the optimal positioning of the 
wheels, the field is totally equal after harvesting. 
The LightTraxx is an agile machine with low fuel 
consumption that is ideal for small fields which 
require a lot of turning on limited space. 

Advantages of the chassis and the clever geometry 
with the four wheels are:
+ The open construction makes it easy to clean the 

machine
+ A lot of space for the two lifting and three cleaning 

turbines resulting in unrivalled cleaning efficiency 
+ Horizontal and flat transport of the sugar beet, 

maximizing throughput and protection of the beet
+ The rear wheels drive in-between the tracks of the front 

wheels, this results in an equal field after the harvest, 
facilitating the next stages of field preparations.

Rear wheel in-between the tracks of the front wheels

Open construction

Optimal distribution of the machine weight

Introducing the compact, light and manoeuvrable six row sugar beet harvester from Exxact: The LightTraxx. Efficient, 
Economic, Ergonomic and Ecologic but most of all Exxact sugar beet harvesting.

Exxact beet harvesting: LightTraxx

LightTraxx 
Compact, light and manoeuvrable

The intuitive EcoTronicPlus operating system offers 
cutting edge ergonomics to the operator, economic engine 
management and all functions at a glance: Key parameters 
are shown on the clear 12” (30,5 cm) touchscreen and 
can easily be adjusted at any time, increasing the overall 
efficiency of the harvester. Commonly used harvesting 
functions can be controlled with the joystick. The speeds of 
the various machine functions and the driving speed can be 
set independent from the engine speed. High efficiency at a 
low engine speed means optimal fuel efficiency.

The LightTraxx can be equipped with an integral defoliator 
or a defoliator with side leaf spreader. The LightTraxx has 
the newly developed ProtectPlus scalping system which 
ensures the best results. The LightTraxx is ready to lift 
sugarbeets under all conditions with the ExcenterPlus 
system. The cab gives an optimal view in all directions and a 
pleasant and comfortable working environment.
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Larger footprint for a better ground pressure
The LightTraxx has 4 wheels at its disposal. For an even better distribution of the weight of the machine the OptiTraxx 
is equipped with a track system on the front axle.

The OptiTraxx is equipped with 760 mm wide and 2250 
mm long tracks. The tracks replace the front wheels and 
are fitted directly to the axles to keep the steering intact. 
The special frame makes sure that the pivoting point of the 
track remains as low as possible. This prevents the tracks 

from tilting caused by traction. This guarantees an optimal 
weight distribution over the contact surface of the track with 
the soil. The large contact surface not only ensures optimal 
weight distribution, but also makes it possible to continue 
lifting beet in wet and difficult conditions. 

Optimal soil protection with Exxact

OptiTraxx
(Bunker empty)

Conventional
(Bunker empty)

0,49 Kg/cm2

0,88 
Kg/cm2

0,88 
Kg/cm2

OptiTraxx
(Bunker loaded)

Conventional
(Bunker loaded)

0,73 
Kg/cm2 1,13 

Kg/cm2

OptiTraxx 
Best soil conservation,
better soil structure

Sixx-
Traxx

Light-
Traxx

Opti-
Traxx

Hexx-
Traxx
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SixxTraxx 
Stable, spacious & robust chassis
The SixxTraxx chassis creates a stable and powerful 
machine with an open construction. The thoughtful 
and clever geometry of the six wheels ensures an 
optimal distribution of the machine weight over the 
width and the length of the machine. As a result, the 
field is totally smooth after harvesting and ready for 
easy soil preparation. In combination with a small 
turning radius and a low weight, the SixxTraxx is 
unique in its kind. 

Advantages of the chassis and the unique geometry 
with six wheels include:
+ The open construction makes it easy to clean the 

machine
+ A lot of space for the lifting and cleaning turbines: 

results in a horizontal and flat transport of the sugar 
beet through the machine. Final result is a high 
capacity

+ The rear wheels drive in-between the tracks of 
the front wheels, this results in a flat field after the 
harvest. This gives huge advantages for the next 
stages of field preparations

+ Low maintenance costs

Rear wheels between the tracks of the front wheels

Open construction

Optimal distribution of the machine weight

The New SixxTraxx
Get to the know the SixxTraxx: the top model six row 
self-propelled sugar beet harvester with a 40 m3 tank, 
six wheel drive six wheel steer and high cleaning 
capacity and output. Special features of the new 
SixxTraxx are the unique weight distribution between 
the six wheels and the low ground pressure, fantastic 
manoeuvrability, position of the elevator web and 
last but not least the comfortable and spacious cab.

The strong points such as the sturdy frame and the unique 
positions of the front and rear wheels are retained. The 
EcoTronicPlus system ensures optimal interaction between 
operator, machine operation, engine management, monitoring 
and diagnostics of the complete machine. The new terminal 
with the multifunctional touch screen is very clear and easy 
to use. With this new screen, all basic settings can be easily 
adjusted. The speeds of the various machine functions and 
the driving speed can be set independent from the engine 

speed. Functions that are commonly used during harvesting 
are controlled on the joystick. 

The SixxTraxx is equipped with a standard defoliator with 
a side  leafs spreader or an integral defoliator. The newly 
developed ProtectPlus scalping system ensures the best 
results. The cab gives an optimal view in all directions and a 
pleasant and comfortable working environment.

Optimal weight distribution,
high capacity and quality harvesting
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HexxTraxx 

The Exxact HexxTraxx 
Introduced to the market more then ten years ago, and now redesigned: the Exxact HexxTraxx: The 12-row self-
propelled sugar beet harvester with a 40 m3 tank, six wheel drive and six wheel steer. 

Unique features of the new HexxTraxx are the optimal weight 
distribution between the six wheels and the low ground 
pressure, fantastic manoeuvrability, ideal position of the 
elevator web, the high cleaning capacity, the high output  
per hour, the comfortable and spacious cab and last but not 
least the ease of use for the operator. The EcoTronicPlus 
system ensures optimal interaction between operator, 
machine operation, engine management, monitoring and 
diagnostics of the complete machine. The terminal with the 
multifunctional touchscreen is very clear and easy to use. 

With this screen all basic settings can be easily adjusted by 
the operator. The different speeds of the various machine 
functions and driving speed can be set independently 
from the engine speed. Functions that are most commonly 
used during harvesting are controlled by on the joystick. 
The HexxTraxx is equipped with an integral defoliator and 
the newly developed ProtectPlus scalping system which 
ensures the best results. The cab gives an optimal view 
in all directions and a pleasant and comfortable working 
environment.

12 rows, 40 m3: 
Capacity

Folding in and out of the harvesting-unit is done from within 
the cabin. Folding in and out takes less then a minute which 
makes it extremly efficient to fold the machine back in road 
mode for easy road transport. In road mode the unit is very 
compact to ensure the visibility from the cabin.

Brilliant Simple

• Four 1.650 mm lifting turbines 
• Four 1.550 mm cleaning turbines
• Clever geometry of the six wheels for a perfect weight 

distribution
• Automatic steering on all six wheels for perfect row 

adjustment and unmatched manoeuvrability
• 1.400 mm wide elevator web avoiding accumulation of 

beet

HexxTraxx cleaning process

300 tons output per hour
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Automatic steering with AutoSteerPlus
The LightTraxx, OptiTraxx, SixxTraxx and HexxTraxx can be steered fully automatic on all wheels (or tracks) 
via the automatic steering system fitted in front of the defoliator. With the AutoSteerPlus system, there are 
three steering possibilities, which ‘exxact’ly’ follow the rows. 

AutoSteerPlus
Exxact following 
the row

The row finders steer the machine in cooperation with 
a sensor on the lifting unit. The operator has a choice 
of two automatic steering modes or manual. With 
the first choice the front wheels are controlled by the 
lifting shares and the back wheels by the feelers in 
front of the defoliator. With the other choice only the 
front wheels are automatically steered by the feelers. 

Thanks to the automatic steering system the operator 
can concentrate fully on the lifting, cleaning and 
unloading process. 

Exxact - Following the beet rows

Exxact 
defoliating

Integral defoliator
With the integral defoliator the beet leafs are spread over 
the full width of the machine and are covered with soil. 
The depth wheels between the rows make sure that the 
defoliator always works at the correct height. These wheels 
also press the leaves into the soil to avoid any disturbance 
to the lifters and preventing the leaves from getting into the 
cleaning process. 

A defoliator that suits every demand
A correctly adjusted defoliator is the first step towards a perfect topping and harvesting performance. The defoliator 
is equipped with steel flails for a longer lifetime. 

Defoliator with side leaves spreaderA six row integral defoliator

Defoliator with side leaves spreader
The standard defoliator transports the leaves with an auger 
to the left-hand side of the machine. The leaf spreading disc 
then spreads the leaves across the field. The ideal solution 
for fields with large amounts of leaves and weeds.

AutoSteerPlus
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ProtectPlus protects the Sugar Beet
With the new scalping system more beet is harvested and the beets are better protected against losses of energy and 
sugar. This all creates a higher yield. 

ProtectPlus

Big sugar beet needs bigger scalping, smaller sugar beet 
needs smaller scalping. With the introduction of the new 
ProtectPlus scalping system, the defoliator can be set 
higher, this gives more space between the scalper and the 
controlling crest. This means that the highest beets don’t get 

hit by the defoliator and scalpers leave a perfectly scalped 
beet. With a perfect scalped beet, it is better protected 
against losses of sugar because the energy of the beet 
doesn’t go to the damaged part during storage. 

More beets 
More protection 
More yield

...a smaller beet needs less scalpingA big beet needs more scalping...

ExcenterPlus

ExcenterPlus optimal beet lifitng
The ExcenterPlus lifting system is the latest standard in beet lifting. Based on the proven concept of independent  
eccentric moving lifting shares, this system is developed to lift the beets in an optimal way at high working speeds 
and for superior capacity, even under extreme conditions.

The newly designed lifters are controlled by an entirely new 
depth control system for a perfect depth in combination with 
the rotary intake. The depth control is controlled by wheels 
that enable clean and complete lifting of the beet at high 
driving speeds. The rotary intake prevents the beet from 
escaping and feeds the lifting turbines with a continuous 
flow of beet.

Specific features of ExcenterPlus are:
+ Eccentric moving lifting shares
+ Unique shape of the lifting shares
+ Beet protection
+ Optimal adjustment of the lifting shares: depth, leveling 

and speed
+ Independent horizontal row following lifting shares (60 

mm/2.4”)
+ Large depth control wheels
+ Rotary intake for a constant flow of beet
+ Low fuel consumption
+ Low maintenance costs
+ High harvesting speeds   

Premium quality, 
superior capacity 

Lifting shares
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Outstanding visibility and 
optimal comfort in all 
conditions

Comfortable 
cabin
The modern, spacious and 
comfortable cabin is ideal for 
all conditions and standard 
equipped with:
 

+ Outstanding visibility in all 
directions

+ Radio/CD/MP3-player

+ Comfortable drivers seat 
with air suspension

+ Large passenger seat 

+ Storage compartments

+ Heated and electrical 
adjustable mirrors

 
+ Storage for mobile phone

Easy operation 
With the multifunctional 12” (30,5 cm) large touch screen 
the driver has a clear overview of all relevant machine and 
operating information. 

The  Exxact designed CAN-Bus based EcoTronicPlus system 
ensures optimal interaction between operator, machine 
operation, engine management, monitoring and diagnostics 
of the complete machine. All the information can be seen 
at a glance enabling the driver to focus on how to achieve 
maximum capacity from his machine. 

Clear operation with touch screen, joystick and dashboard

The joystick operates all direct harvesting functions:
+ Defoliator up/down
+ Leaf spreader up/down
+ Lifter up/down
+ Levelling of the lifter (manual adjustment)
+ Unloading web in/out
+ Automatic steering on/off
+ Cruise control on/off
+ Adjustment of cruise control speed

The most intelligent and intuitive 
operation

The control box attached to the steering column is used 
for: 
+ Switch on / off the unloading web 
+ Speed of the unloading web
+ Correction of the auto steering
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EcoTronicPlus

Exxact, simple
and easy operation

All relevant information at a glance
The operator can access all information on the 
EcoTronicPlus touch screen with the buttons on the left 
and right hand side of the screen. These buttons are also 
used to set and adjust all basic settings, including Read 
out, Adjustments and User settings.

Read out
+ Day counter and total hectare 

counter
+ Driving speed
+ Engine speed
+ Fuel level, actual and average 

fuel consumption
+ Engine and oil temperature
+ Operating speeds of defoliator, 

lifters and turbines
+ Percentage lead speed of 

lifters and rotary intake over 
driving speed 

+ Reaction speed of the steering
+ Automatic steering on/off
+ Automatic greasing check
+ Reaction speed of the depth 

control
+ Speed of unloading web
+ Setting of depth control and 

actual lifting depth

Adjustments
+ Cruise control driving speed
+ High/low field speed
+ Speed of the lifters

+ Reaction speed of the 
automatic steering

+ Automatic or manual steering
+ Track width adjustment of the 

front wheels
+ Direction of the tank filling 

auger: forward, backward or 
fully automatic

+ Defoliator speed
+ Lead speed of lifters and rotary 

intake 
+ Reaction speed of depth 

control and levelling

User settings
+ Defoliator manual or automatic 

on/off
+ Lifter manual or automatic on/off
+ Cleaning turbines, elevator 

and tank auger manual or 
automatic on/off

+ Automatic steering of front and 
rear wheels 

+ Automatic steering of front 
wheels 

As soon as the operator shifts to the road/transport 
mode, the corresponding display appears automatically. 
The screen shows the operator a clear and comprehensive 
screen, focussing on the relevant information. During 
transport it shows, amongst others: driving speed, 
engine speed, oil and engine temperature, fuel level and 
the actual date and time.

Clear information while driving on the road

Dashboard
The sophisticated and intelligent capabilities of the new 
EcotronicPlus system are reflected in the dashboard, 
integrated into the arm rest. All functions can be 
operated on the dashboard without looking (by touch), 
leaving the operator to focus and concentrate on the 
harvesting process. The dashboard is used to operate 
amongst others: 

+ Defoliator and lifter on/off
+ Reverse position of lifting- 

and cleaning turbines 
+ Engine speed
+ Setting of lifting depth and 

levelling
+ Adjusting scalping height 

and levelling
+ Setting harvest speed
+ Switch on/off road / 

transport speed (30 km/h)
+ Height adjustment 

defoliator left/right
+ Scalping height
+ Lower/lift leaf spreader

+ Side shift
+ Speed of lifting- and 

cleaning turbines

20
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Unrivalled cleaning and 
output 

With the ExcenterPlus lifting system, harvesting speeds 
can be raised by as much as 35 %. As the need for cleaning
capacity increased as well, the lifting turbines have been 
enlarged to 1,550 mm with a choice of lifting turbine tine 
spacing of 83, 93 or 108 mm. The size of the cleaning 
turbines is also increased to 1,550 mm (HexxTraxx: 1,650 
mm) resulting in an overall cleaning surface increase of 

25%. Gate options for the cleaning turbines include various 
pig tails and bar gates with spacing of 55 or 70 mm. The 
wide range pig tales and gates enable the contractor to 
prepare his harvester for every situation and type of soil. 
The new 1,400 mm (SixxTraxx, HexxTraxx) or 1,000 mm 
(LightTraxx, OptiTraxx) wide elevator efficiently prevents the 
beet from accumulating on the final turbine. 

Developing the new Exxact product range, the Exxact engineers started by maintaining the primary needs of our 
customers: reliability, quality and capacity. Better cleaning, less damage more output.

1.550 mm (HexxTraxx: 1650 mm) cleaning turbines

Unloading in less than a minute
Characteristics of the bunker are:
+ The bunker is located at the centre of the machine 

resulting in an ideal weight distribution, both empty and 
full. 

+ The bunker folds in for transport and folds out in the field
+ With a wide ring trace web, beet transport capacities are 

good.
+ The auger distributes the beet evenly over the bunker
+ The bunker is unloaded in less then a minute

The auger distributes the beet evenly over the tank

Big bunker capacity

Unloading in less then a minute

Wide elevator web avoiding accumulation of beet

• Two (HexxTraxx: four) 1.550 mm lifting turbines 
• Four 1.650 mm (HexxTraxx) or four 1.550 

mm (SixxTraxx) cleaning turbines. (LightTraxx 
and OptiTraxx have standard three cleaning 
turbines)

• Clever geometry of the six wheels for a perfect 
weight distribution

• Automatic steering on all wheels for 
perfect row adjustment and unmatched 
manoeuvrability

• 1.400 mm (SixxTraxx, HexxTraxx) or 1.000 
mm (LightTraxx, OptiTraxx) wide elevator web 
avoiding accumulation of beet

Unrivalled cleaning
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Powerful silent engine and accessible engine compartment
The 6 cylinder 450 kW (612 hp, SixxTraxx, HexxTraxx) or 345 kW (469 hp, LightTraxx, OptiTraxx) engine and the 
hydraulic pumps are fitted in the easily accessible engine compartment.

Silent  
engine, 

accessible 
engine compartment 

With the fold down step, one can quickly step up for 
inspection and maintenance. The positioning of the engine 
at the centre of the LightTraxx’s rear side gives more 
benefits, such as:

+ Best possible weight distribution in length and width
+ Noise levels in the cab are decreased to a minimum

+ The operation speed of the engine is automatically 
reduced to 1.350 rpm as soon the LightTraxx has reached 
the desired road speed. 

+ In combination with the intelligent Exxact engine 
management system expensive diesel is  saved. 

+ EcotronicPlus system ensures that the speed of 
defoliator, lifter, turbines, and transporting webs remain 
constant irrespective of changing engine speeds.

Technical specifications LightTraxx

Technical specifications OptiTraxx

Technical specifications SixxTraxx

Cleaning & transport
Cleaning turbine 3 x 1550 mm (option: a 4th cleaning turbine)
Ring elevator 1000 mm wide
Gates Pigtail gates and/or bar gates
Bunker  18,5 m3

Discharge elevator 1000 mm
Tank Unloading time Ca. 1 minute

Dimensions 
Front tires LightTraxx 710/75 F34
Rear tires 750/65 R26
Computer Machine- lifter- and engine control
Greasing system Automatic system “BEKA-MAX’
Transport width 3,25 m
Height 4,00 m
Length 11,30 m (depending of the lifting system)
Weight 20 ton
Chassis Rear wheels driving in-between the tracks of 

the front wheels (good for soil)

Cleaning & transport
Cleaning turbine 3 x 1550 mm (option: a 4th cleaning turbine)
Ring elevator 1000 mm wide
Gates Pigtail gates and/or bar gates
Bunker  18,5 m3

Discharge elevator 1000 mm
Tank Unloading time Ca. 1 minute

Dimensions 
Tracks OptiTraxx 760 mm wide, 2300 mm long
Rear tires 750/65 R26
Computer Machine- lifter- and engine control
Greasing system Automatic system “BEKA-MAX’
Transport width 3,25 m
Height 4,00 m
Length 11,30 m (depending of the lifting system)
Weight 22 ton
Chassis Rear wheels driving in-between the tracks of 

the front wheels (good for soil)

Cleaning & transport
Cleaning turbine 4 x 1550 mm
Ring elevator 1000 mm wide
Gates Pigtail gates and/or bar gates
Bunker  40 m3

Discharge elevator 1400 mm
Tank Unloading time Ca. 1 minute

Dimensions 
Front tires 800/70 R38 (4x)
Rear tires 1050/50 R32 (2x)
Computer Machine- lifter- and engine control
Greasing system Automatic system “BEKA-MAX’
Transport width 3,25 m
Height 4,00 m
Length 14,50 m (depending of the lifting system)
Weight 30 ton
Chassis Rear wheels driving in-between the tracks of 

the front wheels (good for soil)

Topping & lifting
Working width 6 rows 45 or 50 cm (18” or 20”) 
Defoliators Integral, or with side delivery + spreader
Scalpers ProtectPlus, adjustable from the cab
Lifting system ExcenterPlus, horizontal row seeking
Depth control Automatic
Lifting turbines 2 x 1550 mm

Engine & driveline
Engine Volvo 6 cylinder 345 kW (469 hp) EU fase IIIB
Operational RPM 1200 - 1500 RPM
Fuel tank capacity 900 litre
Hydraulic pumps Linde
Wheel motors Linde
Control EcoTronicPlus
Drive Stepless hydrostatic with speed control
Steering On all four wheels
Auto steering Front and rear

Topping & lifting
Working width 6 rows 45 or 50 cm (18” or 20”) 
Defoliators Integral, or with side delivery + spreader
Scalpers ProtectPlus, adjustable from the cab
Lifting system ExcenterPlus, horizontal row seeking
Depth control Automatic
Lifting turbines 2 x 1550 mm

Engine & driveline
Engine Volvo 6 cylinder 345 kW (469 hp) EU fase IIIB
Operational RPM 1200 - 1500 RPM
Fuel tank capacity 900 litre
Hydraulic pumps Linde
Wheel motors Linde
Control EcoTronicPlus
Drive Stepless hydrostatic with speed control
Steering On all four wheels
Auto steering Front and rear

Topping & lifting
Working width 6 rows 45 or 50 cm (18” or 20”) 
Defoliators Integral, or with side delivery + spreader
Scalpers ProtectPlus, adjustable from the cab
Lifting system ExcenterPlus, horizontal row seeking
Depth control Automatic
Lifting turbines 2 x 1550 mm

Engine & driveline
Engine Volvo 6 cylinder 450 kW (612 hp) EU fase IIIB
Operational RPM 1200 - 1500 RPM
Fuel tank capacity 1150 litre
Hydraulic pumps Linde
Wheel motors Linde
Control EcoTronicPlus
Drive Stepless hydrostatic with speed control
Steering On all four wheels
Auto steering Front and rear
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Technical specifications HexxTraxx
Cleaning & transport
Cleaning turbine 4 x 1650 mm
Ring elevator 1000 mm wide
Gates Pigtail gates and/or bar gates
Bunker  40 m3

Discharge elevator 1400 mm
Tank Unloading time Ca. 1 minute

Dimensions 
Front tires 800/70 R38 (4x)
Rear tires 1050/50 R32 (2x)
Computer Machine- lifter- and engine control
Greasing system Automatic system “BEKA-MAX’
Transport width 3,25 m
Height 4,00 m
Length 14,50 m
Weight 32 ton
Chassis Rear wheels driving in-between the tracks of 

the front wheels (good for soil)

Topping & lifting
Working width 12 rows 45 or 50 cm (18” or 20”) 
Defoliators Integral, or with side delivery + spreader
Scalpers ProtectPlus, adjustable from the cab
Lifting system ExcenterPlus, horizontal row seeking
Depth control Automatic
Lifting turbines 4 x 1500 mm

Engine & driveline
Engine Volvo 6 cylinder 450 kW (612 hp) EU fase IIIB
Operational RPM 1200 - 1500 RPM
Fuel tank capacity 1150 litre
Hydraulic oil 200 litre
Hydraulic pumps Linde
Wheel motors Linde
Control EcoTronicPlus
Drive Stepless hydrostatic with speed control
Steering On all four wheels
Auto steering Front and rear

Support: Everywhere and any time
In order to get the best return on your machine, we at 
Agrifac have a professional team at the ready to support 
you where necessary. For our dealer engineers, we provide 
regular technical training in the Agrifac Academy so that 
they can provide quick and effective service. And where 
necessary, they get support from our specialists during the 
season. A method which fits in perfectly with out total vision 
of agricultural efficiency. All products are extensively tested 
by certified personnel before they leave our factory. 

Quick and Efficient
In its large parts warehouse, Agrifac has 15,000 parts in 
stock to get your parts to you quickly and efficiently. In this 
way, you can avoid any down time during the season if there 
are problems. Dealers are advised of which parts they need 
to keep in stock to be able to provide rapid help during the 
season. Experienced personnel can provide professional 
answers to questions regarding availability and delivery of 
parts. Clear and concise parts manuals are provided with 
every machine and point you to the parts you may need.

Transferring Knowledge
Agrifac organizes a varied package of training in consultation 
with dealers and users, including e-learning modules for 
entrepreneurs, drivers, dealer mechanics and its own 
employees. By paying a great deal of attention to transfer 
of knowledge we promote better use of Agrifac machines, 
optimal capacity, less down time and less maintenance on 
all fronts. All of this leads to lower costs and higher yields. 

Development for practical use
The Agrifac R & D team operates exceedingly efficiently, so 
that new developments can be quickly passed on. Through 
regular contact with practical use, we can react quickly to 
the users' needs, with our motto being “We develop what 
the user wants”. We strive for simple and practically oriented 
solutions for complex challenges. An approach which you 
will find in the design of user friendly and efficient products 
with a long life. 

service

R & D

parts

academy

A solution for everyone
“Premium Proven” is the highest quality standard we can 
provide for nearly new machines. “Premium Proven” machines 
are always supplied with a guarantee equivalent to a new 
machine. Premium Proven machines are less than 5 years old 
and they have completed less than 2500 operating hours. If 
we don't have something, we can find it for you. So provide 
us with your machine request and we will look for the right 
Premium Proven machine for you!premium

proven

Options Exxact beet harvesters
1. Different tyre sizes
2. LightTraxx and OptiTraxx: Monitor with 1, 2 or 3 cameras 

(Standard on SixxTraxx & HexxTraxx)
3. Open or closed cleaning turbines with different gates 
4. Bar gates or pigtail gates with different sizes
5. Hydraulic row width adjustment
6. Elevator web bar spacing 45 or 50 mm
7. Integral defoliator or defoliator with side delivery and leaf 

spreader
8. LightTraxx & OptiTraxx available with 4th cleaning turbine

6
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Agrifac Machinery B.V.

www.agrifac.com

1 Martin Avenue, March,
Cambridgeshire, PE15 0AY
United Kingdom

t +44 (0) 1354 660 552
e info@agrifac.co.uk
www.agrifac.co.uk

Eesveenseweg 15, 8332 JA  Steenwijk
PO Box 78, 8330 AB  Steenwijk
the Netherlands

t +31 (0) 521 527 210
e info@agrifac.com

Agrifac UK Ltd

for growers 
From sowing to harvest, our spray machines 
support the growth of your crops, by 
protecting and nourishing them, and by 
combating disease. After that, our harvesters 
assure a fast and problem-free harvest. 
The combination of carefully considered 
technology, an attractive and sturdy design, 
very low maintenance costs, high trade in 
value and efficient service system make 
each Agrifac machine a glowing example of 
innovation and efficiency. And that means 
growth in every respect! The growth which 
farmers, contractors, dealers, employees 
and agricultural specialists are happy to 
choose.


